Better. Connected.

The new Sprinter with
Mercedes PRO connect.
The Sprinter is the first van on the market with its own fully integrated
telematics solution – included for free*. Mercedes PRO connect provides your
business with a cost-effective way to connect with your vehicles and drivers –
in real time. It‘s an intelligent vehicle monitoring and communication system
that helps improve accountability and drive efficiency to seamlessly keep your
business moving.
With cutting edge hardware, simple vehicle manager and driver platforms and
innovative software that’s continuously updated, Mercedes PRO connect
future-proofs your business:
	
No other van offers its own integrated telematics solution
for free*, as standard
	
No other van reports data from as many points on and
around the vehicle, in real time
	
No other van supports small businesses better,
with insight that can improve efficiency
	
No other van gives you so much control of your fleet,
with ways to save time and money.

It‘s all powered by Mercedes PRO connect. And it’ll even
be compatible with other manufacturer’s vehicles in the future†.
One day, all vans will be like this...
Planned for August 2019

†

*With the Sprinter, we offer a range of connected vehicle services free of charge.
These include: MB Emergency Call System (eCall), Maintenance Management, Accident and Breakdown Management, Fleet Communication, Internet in
the van and Digital Trip Management. We also offer a range of extended services, which are offered free of charge, for three years. These extended services
include: Vehicle Supervision, Vehicle Operations, Theft Warning, Eco Monitor and Drive Style Monitor. Drive Style Monitor is available from Q3 2019.
Additional September
premium services
are also available to purchase via our Mercedes PRO eStore, including: Remote Services and Digital Driver’s log. The service
*From
2018.
‘Internet in the van’ which acts as a WiFi hotspot requires a separate data contract with Vodafone. Navigation Services are offered free of charge in
conjunction with factory-fitted MBUX Navigation (E1E), for three years.
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Mercedes PRO connect

The first van to
intelligently connect
businesses and
vehicles instantly to
maximise efficiency.

Mercedes PRO connect
is made up of 3 elements

Vehicle Manager

A combination of onboard hardware, management platforms and software
packages build to form a comprehensive system.

Vehicle hardware

Vehicle management platforms

Connectivity packages

Simplified Fleet
Communication

Mobile Vehicle
Access

Data Interfaces for
Mercedes-Benz Vans

Efficient Fleet
Management

Digital Records

Driver
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Mercedes PRO connect

Optimised
Assistance

Efficient Driving
Style Analysis

Improved
Navigation

Vehicle hardware
Onboard Communications Module
With Mercedes PRO connect, there’s nothing you won’t know about your new
Sprinter. The Onboard Communications Module receives data from over 100
sensors across the vehicle, then sends this data at up to 100Mbps to a Vehicle
Management Tool available on desktop and tablet using super-fast 4G connectivity.
Data is delivered in real time, giving vehicle administrators an up-to-the-minute
detailed overview of everything from the status of wearing parts, to brake fluid
levels, fuel consumption and even how the vehicle is being driven*. And, of
course, the van’s location is trackable too, using the built in GPS.
* Available from Q1 2019.

Mercedes-Benz User Experience
(MBUX) Headunit
All the information your driver needs to do their job safely and efficiently can be
found in the Sprinter’s state-of-the-art dashboard display, with a high resolution
7-inch touchscreen that’s fitted as standard. It works in conjunction with steering
wheel touch pads, for quick and easy fingertip access - while ‘Hey Mercedes’
Voice Command Operation* provides drivers with an additional safe way to access
functions on the move.
The headunit doubles as an entertainment system too, with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto, USB port and DAB radio. But it’s the Mercedes PRO connect
functions that pack the biggest punch, allowing you to send the driver messages,
inform them of maintenance requirements, and show them the best routes to take
with live traffic updates.
*Standard in conjunction with navigation.
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Mercedes PRO connect

With advanced
technology onboard,
the new Sprinter is
smarter than ever.

Management platforms
Vehicle Management Tool
The beating heart of Mercedes PRO connect is a web-based, front-end platform for
you and your desk-based administrators. It gives you an at-a-glance, real-time picture
of your entire vehicle fleet, along with the ability to communicate with each driver.
	
The Dashboard can be customised to show you the most important
information including vehicle locations, maintenance status, mileage and more
	
Notifications alert you when important events occur, such as a
van leaving a geofenced area or having critically low brake fluid
	
Vehicle Group Management lets you divide large fleets into small
groups that are easier to manage and analyse
	
Reminders generate a message before an event, such as a
planned tyre replacement or a service that’s due
	
Contract Management allows you to enter details on leasing start and end date,
contractually agreed mileage and a contact number for your account manager.

Mercedes PRO connect app
The smartphone app allows drivers to communicate with vehicle managers –
updating them with journey news or assignment progress – and the messages
they send show up in real time on the Vehicle Management Tool. It also allows
drivers to remotely control the vehicle.
	
The Dashboard shows drivers an overview of their vehicle, with information on
the fuel level, remaining range, and any instructions they’ve received from base
	
Self-assignment allows drivers to assign themselves to different vehicles
depending on their job’s specifications or schedule requirements using the app,
so you instantly know who’s using what van
	
Search function lets drivers see where the van is parked, which is handy if
vehicles are being swapped over and useful if it’s gone missing.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Your staff and
your vehicles have
never been better
connected.

Connectivity Packages
Mercedes PRO connect offers a variety of features that are currently available via eight different
packages – and there are even more packages planned for the future. See page 15 for further
information about our upcoming releases.

Simplified Fleet
Communication

Optimised
Assistance

Efficient Fleet
Management

Improve your operations by
planning and managing your
assignments online and
sending the details directly
to drivers on the road.

Keep more of your vehicles on
the road by monitoring the status
of wearing parts and receiving
alerts in safety critical situations.

Plan smarter by having an ongoing realtime overview of your entire fleet, with
details on each vehicle’s status, location,
fuel levels and more.

Driving Style
Analysis

Digital
Records

Reduce fuel consumption and
increase driver safety by educating
them on how to improve their driving
based on their recent performance.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Collect the details of every trip and
access it when you need proof of
journeys or for better planning in
the future.

A state-of-the-art
suite of telematics
software keeps your
business moving.

Improved
Navigation

Mobile Vehicle
Access

Data Interfaces for
Mercedes-Benz vans

Get your drivers to their destinations
faster with an intelligent navigation
system that calculates the best
route even when traffic is bad.

Improve access and maximise the
security of your vehicles by giving your
workforce the ability to open and
lock doors using the Mercedes PRO
connect app.

Integrate Mercedes-Benz data into
your existing fleet management tools
and monitor your van alongside
vehicles from different brands.

Connectivity Packages software

Simplified Fleet Communication
It’s quick and easy to assign tasks and send messages from
the Vehicle Management Tool to a driver’s Mercedes PRO
connect app, while they’re out on the road. This avoids any
misunderstandings which could prove expensive.

Services available:
Fleet Communication
Send text messages and navigation data between the driver and vehicle manager
Experience better productivity due to the quick and direct connection between staff
Internet in the Car
Enjoy a reliable internet service from the stable 4G LTE connection onboard
Benefit from the vehicle’s Wi-Fi hotspot when drivers encounter poor phone reception

For fleets…

For small businesses…

Good communication between your fleet manager and all your
drivers is crucial, especially when multiple tasks need to be
completed without a hitch. The ability for them to message each
other at any time reduces the chance of any misunderstandings,
plus your fleet manager can send destinations and navigation details
to the MBUX unit onboard for even more clarity.

Mix-ups on the job can prove expensive, but when plans change,
the direct link between vehicle administrators and your driver makes
errors less likely. Communication happens in one centralised place,
without the need for separate phones or email, so there’s less
chance of anything being missed.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Optimised Assistance
We understand that downtime can often result in unnecessary costs
and unhappy customers, which is why we make it our priority to
keep your vehicles out on the road.
Mercedes PRO connect monitors over 100 onboard sensors to tell
you what shape your van is in, alerting you when there’s a problem.
This keeps your drivers safe and helps you plan maintenance work.

Services available:
Maintenance & Repair Management
Organise servicing and workshop bookings and more with this easy-to-use tool
Fewer breakdowns and improved safety because you can take preventative measures
Better budgeting of repair work because you know what needs fixing, and when
MB Emergency Call System
The vehicle automatically calls the emergency services in the event of severe accidents
Increased driver safety and peace of mind if the worst should happen
Accident & Breakdown Management
A MobiloVan technician is called out, without you having to contact them, if there’s an accident or breakdown
Benefit from automatic assistance, meaning there’s one less thing to think about
Software Updates
Keep your vehicle up-to-date and equipped with the very latest software
Extra reassurance that your vehicle is running as it should, with the very best from Mercedes-Benz Vans

For fleets…

For small businesses…

By knowing the status of every van, your fleet manager can stay on
top of service appointments easily, and keep more vans on the road
for longer. Crucially, it also keeps your drivers safer by ensuring your
vehicles are in tip top condition, with critical components running as
they should.

Van safety is important, no matter what size your business – why run
the risk? Mercedes PRO connect will alert you when there’s a fault
so you can get it looked at before it becomes a problem – keeping
your drivers safe and sound, and keeping your business moving.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Efficient Fleet Management
The slicker your control centre, the better your business will
run. With the Vehicle Management Tool, you get an at-a-glance
overview of every vehicle’s location and status, allowing you to
plan, make sure everything’s going smoothly, and stay on top of
any last-minute changes.

Services available:
Vehicle supervision
A real time overview of vehicles’ locations and fuel levels
Better organisation because you always know the status of your vehicles
Quicker assignments and the ability to plan jobs at short notice
Theft Warning
Alerts via SMS, email and notifications through the management tool
Keep an eye on your vehicles and act fast in the event of a suspected theft
Includes geo-fencing to ensure a vehicle doesn‘t exceed a defined perimeter
Vehicle Operations
Remotely manage assignments efficiently and plan routes effectively
Save time thanks to real-time updates and reduce admin time

For fleets…

For small businesses…

Need to squeeze in some last-minute jobs between your current
deliveries? The Vehicle Management Tool saves you the headache
and works out which of your vehicles can most efficiently step in
and get the job done.

Gone are the days of vehicles being on their own once they’ve
set off for the day. The Vehicle Management Tool monitors the
GPS location of every van, so staff in the office can see how
they’re getting on with their tasks and update customers in realtime if any driver is running a little behind.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Improved Navigation
Route-planning is a breeze with Mercedes PRO connect.
You get up-to-date map data and live traffic information
drawn from the internet, manufacturers, vehicles, and other
Mercedes-Benz vans, to show you the most efficient routes
so your drivers stay on schedule.

For fleets…
Logistical challenges are just part of running a big fleet,
but Mercedes PRO connect shows your driver the best
real-time route based on live traffic reports – ideal during
busy times when drivers aren’t familiar with the area.

Services available:
Online Map Update
Automatically keeps your map up-to-date with the very latest information
Get there faster with the best possible route guidance for the trip
Find any point of interest with ease, from coffee shops to depots
Live Traffic Information incl. Van to X Communication
The new Sprinter intelligently communicates warnings wherever a hazard is detected,
such as a slippery road or broken down vehicle
Increases the safety of your drivers and other road users
Reduces stress for drivers who can avoid traffic jams and lengthy tailbacks
Multimedia Functions
A wide range of features from internet radio to weather information, petrol station prices and more
Access multimedia functions hands-free with ‘Hey Mercedes’ Voice Command Operation
Improve driver safety by enabling them to keep their hands on the wheel more

Practical scenarios

For small businesses…
Time is money for any small business,
and when your drivers are stuck in
traffic jams, it’s easy to fall behind on
the day’s jobs. The Mercedes PRO
connect navigation system automatically
calculates the quickest, incident-free
routes based on real-time traffic data.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Navigation Functions
Find locations easily with our geocoded map system, what3words (for more information,
visit https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/mercedes-benz/innovation/what3words-voice-navigationfirst-to-mercedes-benz/)
Avoid wrong turns thanks to updated map navigation data and locate available parking spaces

Connectivity Packages software

Driving Style Analysis
Knowing how your vans are being driven allows you
to see where fuel is being wasted and where parts
are being worn. Mercedes PRO connect reports on
driving styles, so you can educate drivers on safer,
economical driving and save costs long-term.

Services available:
Eco-Monitor
Monitor the fuel consumption of your fleet in real time
Better for the environment thanks to lower emissions from more efficient driving
Potential for initiating incentives for safer, more fuel-efficient driving
Drive Style Analysis*
View and analyse a driver’s performance to see how safe and efficient they are
M
 ore awareness of better driving techniques, so your drivers can put them into
practice and become safer on the road
Greater reliability because your van’s wearing parts ultimately last longer
*Available as of 2019
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For fleets…

For small businesses…

Educating the drivers across your fleet about the
importance of responsible and economical driving
will help you cut fuel costs, reduce the likelihood of
accidents and prolong the life of your vehicles.

Small changes can have the biggest impact to your business.
The system documents how vans are being driven so you can
give drivers print-outs detailing things like abrupt braking or sharp
acceleration. Correcting this could cut your fuel costs significantly
and make your vans less likely to suffer any faults due to the parts
being worn down prematurely.

Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Digital Records
Data on your van’s journeys can be incredibly useful. Mercedes
PRO connect stores the details of every trip in a data-compliant
way, which you can access at any time for legal proof, in the
event of an accident, or improve the planning of trips in future.

Services available:
Digital Trip Management
A function that records all of your journeys in digital format
Save time creating detailed digitised records and registering all journeys
Total visibility of all trips covered so you can optimise them in the future
Digital Driver’s Log
Records each driver’s individual journey and allows them to enter the trip’s purpose
Easy separation of business and private journeys
More accurate reimbursement for business mileage

For fleets…

For small businesses…

Journey record-keeping is crucial for fleets, particularly when you
have a contractual obligation and need proof of the trips your drivers
have made. Mercedes PRO connect is also great at separating
business and personal trips if your drivers take their vans home.

It’s not always easy to record mileage accurately.
Traditionally there’s a heavy reliance on the driver to input
their own data, which can involve human error or trust
issues, and can add to the pressure the drivers are already
under. Digital record keeping alleviates this stress, and also
provides the proof you need to raise a dispute.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Mobile Vehicle Access
With the Mercedes PRO connect app, drivers can lock and
unlock doors, turn on the auxiliary heater, and see whether
the windows are open, from wherever they are. Or, vehicle
managers can utilise the same functionality remotely if they
think a vehicle has been left unlocked overnight, for example.

Services available:
Remote Control
Lock and unlock a van from anywhere using the app to save time and improve safety
Easier access to vehicles by several employees without needing a key
Better anti-theft protection by making sure all vehicles in a fleet are locked
Less hassle to make sure everyone has the right key for the right vehicle
Quicker loading when the rear doors are remotely unlocked

For fleets…

For small businesses…

Managing van keys across your entire fleet can take lots of time and
effort. But with keyless access, anyone with the app can unlock the
vehicle doors quickly to get whatever they need. This also lets you
make sure all vans are locked each evening, to prevent theft.

Keyless access allows your entire team to lock and
unlock your van whenever they need to. This is ideal when
the keyholder isn’t around and you need to load or unload
it. You get peace of mind too, with the ability to make sure
the van is locked, even when you’re nowhere near it.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Practical scenarios

Connectivity Packages software

Data Interfaces for Mercedes-Benz Vans
Don’t worry if your fleet contains vehicles from different
manufacturers or you want to keep using your existing fleet
management system – Mercedes PRO connect will fit right in.
Data Interfaces for Mercedes-Benz Vans lets you seamlessly
integrate the Mercedes PRO connect into your existing system –
giving you all the functionality you currently enjoy.
In 2019, you’ll be able to use a number of Mercedes PRO connect
services* within your other vehicles too – no matter what brand they
are – so you can realise the benefits of intelligent telematics within
every vehicle you add to your fleet.
*Exact scope of services to be confirmed.
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Mercedes PRO connect

Services available:
Vehicle Data Interface
This tool enables you to easily integrate Mercedes-Benz vehicle
data into your current IT setup
Access Mercedes PRO connect services, some of which may
complement your existing system

Mercedes PRO connect is
designed to grow and learn
With continuous software updates, Mercedes PRO connect will keep up with advances in technology,
future-proofing your business for years to come. Here’s what’s on the horizon right now:

Launched June 2018
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Further releases starting 2019*

Vehicle Supervision

Software Updates

Job Dispatch & Tour Planning

Vehicle Operations

Theft Warning

Refuels Log incl. Scan Function

Fleet Communication

Eco Monitor

Drive Style Coach

Online Map Update

Drive Style Monitor
*From Q3 2019

Eco Coach

Digital Trip Management

Remote Control

Digital Fleet Key

Digital Driver‘s Log

Vehicle Data Interface

Remote Vehicle Diagnostics

Maintenance & Repair Management

Live Traffic Information incl.
Van to X Communication

Accident & Breakdown Management

Multimedia Functions

MB Emergency Call System

Internet in the Car

Mercedes PRO connect

*Exact scope of services to be confirmed.

Book a demonstration at your preferred Mercedes-Benz Vans Dealership.
To locate your nearest Dealer, visit www.mbvans.co.uk/dealerlocator

